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Session A

Welcome
Hans Knoop

1:00 – 1:30
Craig Stewart, GeoConnection Secretariat
GeoConnection Distributed Data Standards and the Renewed GeoConnection Program

1:30 – 2:00
François Paquette, Natural Resources Canada
GeoBase, Building on Common Ground

2:00 - 2:30
Chris North, ESRI Canada
Standards Based Commercial GIS Portal Solutions

2:30 - 3:00
Trevor Taylor, PCI Geomatics
Standards in Action: Industry Update

3:00 - 3:30
Break
Session B

3:30 – 4:00  Dr. Thierry Badard, Laval University
Towards a better adoption of ISO/TC 211 standards: Courses on international standards in Geomatics

4:00 – 4:30  Engineer Muhamad AlRajhi, Ministry of Municipality and Rural Affaire (MOMRA)
Geoinformation in Saudi Arabia

4:30 – 5:00  Mr. Antonio Di Gregorio, Food And Agriculture Organization of The United Nations
Land Cover Classification System (LCCS) - Update and Demo

Conclusion  Hans Knoop